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Abstract: This paper presents a machine learning based method to predict the forest structure
parameters from L-band polarimetric and interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PolInSAR) data
acquired by the airborne UAVSAR system over the Réserve Faunique des Laurentides in Québec, Canada.
The main objective of this paper is to show that relevant parameters of the PolInSAR coherence
region can be used to invert forest structure indicators computed from the airborne LIDAR sensor
Laser Vegetation and Ice Sensor (LVIS). The method relies on the shape of the observed generalized
PolInSAR coherence region that is related to the three-dimensional structure of the scene. In addition
to parameters describing the coherence shape, we consider the impact of acquisition parameters such
as the interferometric baseline, ground elevation and local surface slope. We use the parameters as
input a multilayer perceptron model to infer canopy features as estimated from LIDAR waveform.
The output features are canopy height, cover and vertical profile class. Canopy height and canopy
cover are estimated with a normalized RMSE of 13%, 15% respectively. The vertical profile was
divided into 3 distinct classes with 66% accuracy.
Keywords: synthetic aperture radar (SAR); LIDAR; interferometry; polarimetry; machine learning;
Above-Ground Biomass; canopy height
1. Introduction
Forests play a significant role in the global carbon cycle. Globally, forest loss may be responsible
for 20% of global carbon emissions to the atmosphere [1] and new methods to estimate forest volume
at large scale are needed to improve carbon stock inventories. There have been significant advances
in the use of airborne and space-borne LIDAR to map forest canopy structure at large scale and
improve estimates of Above-Ground Biomass (AGB) [2–6]. Moreover, full waveform LIDAR as well as
PolInSAR instruments were shown to be sensitive to vegetation cover [7]. The use of PolInSAR [8]
to map forest canopy height has progressed rapidly over the last decades, in particular, due to the
Random Volume over Ground model (RVoG) [9] that assumes a two-layer forest with a homogeneous
volume with fixed microwave extinction over flat ground. However, the physical information provided
by LIDAR and PolInSAR instruments differs according to a number of key points:
• Viewing geometry: the LIDAR has a near vertical illumination around nadir while the radar has a
slanted side-view geometry.
• Wavelength: The radar operates at wavelengths on the order of several centimeters, being sensitive
to larger canopy components with variations in moisture changing the dielectric constant of
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plants. The UAVSAR operates at 23.8 cm penetrating the forest canopy. The LVIS LIDAR operates
at 1064 nm and is reflected by all intercepted surfaces including leaves and branches.
Each instrument has its own limitations [10]. LIDAR datasets are generally sparse, requiring
spatial interpolation to generate spatially explicit maps of forest structure and carbon stocks [11].
This interpolation can be supported by model relationships between forest structure, environmental
variables and ancillary remote sensing observations [3,12] (e.g., MODIS, Landsat), to provide a realistic
model of forest structure. However, these models may not account for disturbances and small scale
variations in forest structure. Instead, direct and spatially continuous measurements of canopy
structure are desirable. The PolInSAR technique offers a complementary measurement with spatially
explicit estimates canopy height [13–15].
In this paper, we use machine learning to re-synthesize LIDAR-profile features from the observed
PolInSAR coherence shape. A large collection of machine learning tools enable discovery of non-linear
relationships between observables and ancillary parameters, and has already been used successfully
to map forest structure, in particular height and above ground biomass (AGB) [16]. The proposed
methodology is timely, as several space-borne remote sensing instruments with the objective of
mapping forest structure will be launched in the next few years: GEDI, a new spaceborne LIDAR,
BIOMASS [17], a fully polarimetric radar mission operating at P-band, and NiSAR, an L-band
polarimetric radar [18] planned for 2021. Repeat-pass interferometric acquisitions by the BIOMASS
mission will allow for PolInSAR observations. Another mission, Tandem-L, proposes an innovative
interferometric and polarimetric radar mission at L-band for global measurement of forest biomass.
We first introduce the PolInSAR observations and approach in Section 2 and describe the LIDAR feature
extraction in Section 3. In Section 4, the machine learning algorithms are discussed. The remote sensing
data sets collected over the Réserve Faunique des Laurentides (from here Laurentides) are introduced and
the results presented in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.
2. The PolInSAR Information
2.1. PolInSAR Parameters
A Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image is obtained by a coherent measurement of all the
received echoes and the radar signal in each image pixel is represented as a complex value describing
the amplitude and phase of the signal. The interferometric coherence γ expesses the similarity of two
radar images observed from a similar geometry. It is obtained by the complex correlation of signals s1
and s2 :
γ = Ae−iφ =
< s1.s∗2 >√
< s2.s∗2 >< s2.s∗2 >
, (1)
with < . > a spatial averaging function, A and φ being the coherence magnitude and phase difference
respectively.
Several factors have a significant impact on the observed coherence. While the interferometric
coherence γ is related to forest height, the observation frequency and polarization determines its
sensitivity to various forest components ([9,13,14]). In addition, when performing repeat-pass
interferometry (i.e., images acquired at different times), small changes in forest configuration due to
wind or variation in moisture cause temporal decorrelation ([19–21]). The observed coherence γobs can
be expressed as the product of volume γv, temporal γt, noise γSNR and geometric γg coherences.
γobs = γvγtγSNRγg. (2)
The observed interferometric phase (i.e., phase center) represents the mean elevation of the
microwave scatterers within the forest canopy. At high frequencies (e.g., for wavelength under 5 cm),
branches and leaves cause early scattering, elevating the phase center toward the tree top. At smaller
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frequencies (e.g., P-band is 60 cm wavelength), the phase center is lower with microwave penetrating
through leaves and small branches, and scattering with large branches, trunks and the ground.
The phase center elevation also depends on the relative contributions of the scattering mechanisms that
change with microwave polarization. Radar measurements in forests are generally modeled with three
scattering mechanisms (Figure 1). The double-bounces mechanism occurs between the ground and
trunk/branches with the phase center closest to the ground and enhanced with Hh-Vv observations.
The single-bounce mechanism occurs from direct microwave return from the canopy components and
the ground is emphasized with Hh + Vv observations. The single-bounce mechanism is the second
closest to the ground. Finally, the last volume scattering mechanism results from signal depolarization
after multiple bounces within the oriented components of the canopy volume. Volume scattering is
often associated with the Hv polarization.
Figure 1. The three dominant microwave scattering mechanisms in forest canopies.
While radar polarimetry provides information about the dominant scattering mechanisms, radar
interferometry measures the similarity between a pair of images and determines the phase center
elevation. The latter strongly depends on the observed scattering mechanism. PolInSAR observations
combine both types of measurements and can be represented as coherence magnitude and phase
populating a region within the complex plane. In this study, we use this graphical representation with
machine learning to model LIDAR profile features.
2.2. The Coherence Region
The generalized coherence γ(ω) was introduced by [8] and is expressed as:
γ(ω) =
ω†Ω12ω√
ω†T11ω
√
ω†T22ω
, (3)
where † denotes the complex conjugate transpose, Ω12, T11 and T22 are the coherence matrices
calculated from the polarimetric scattering vectors k1 and k2 associated to the images of the
interferometric pair with Ω12 =< k1.k2† >, T11 =< k1.k1† > and T22 =< k2.k2† >.
The argument of γ(ω) represents the interferometric phase for a specific mechanism ω, and the
modulus represents the corresponding coherence level. The coherence region defined by {γ(ω),ω ∈
C3/ωHω = 1} represents the interferometric response of scatterers to polarization, providing
information on the relative contribution of scattering mechanisms. Describing the shape of the
coherence shape with few parameters is not possible with the current definition of γ(ω) . In practice,
it is easier to derive mathematical properties of a simplified set defined by the following:
γ˜ =
ω† Ω12 ω
ω† T ω
, (4)
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where the matrix T is defined as T = (T11 + T22)/2. This simplification is justified assuming matrices
T11 and T22 are similar, representing the same target viewed under similar geometry. Provided that
this assumption is valid, the mean average on the denominator is close to the geometric mean.
Since the arithmetic mean of non-negative real numbers is greater than or equal to their geometric
mean, the modified coherence |γ˜| is lower than the generalized coherence |γ|, and thus always lies
between 0 and 1. Moreover, the argument is not modified by this definition change: |γ˜| ≤ |γ|, argγ =
arg γ˜. Replacing the definition of the coherence region by an approximation |γ˜|, |γ˜| defined by the
numerical range of field of values of a 3 × 3 matrix A = T− 12Ω12T− 12 . This shape structure is complex
but has many mathematical properties. It can be approximated through an ovoid shape, with a
maximum of three local maxima [22]. Thus, the field of values of a 3 × 3 matrix corresponds to [23]:
• a single point, or a line segment,
• an ellipse,
• a triangle, the convex hull of the three eigenvalues,
• an ovular shape, as represented in Figure 2 on the left,
• the union of one point and an ellipse. One of the points and the foci of the ellipse are eigenvalues
of A (center panel of Figure 2),
• an ovular shape with a flat portion parallel to the imaginary axis (right panel of Figure 2).
Figure 2. Examples of three types of coherence shape: ovular shape, union of ellipse and one point,
ovular shape with flat portion.
Generally, PolInSAR models the coherence region as an ellipse or segment, but in reality, we find
the ovular shape to be most common.
2.3. Factors That Impact the Shape of the Coherence Region
The Random Volume over Ground model (RVoG) ([8,24]) predicts that, in the absence of noise and
estimation errors, the coherence region is a straight line segment whose location and orientation depend
on the canopy height, attenuation and ground elevation. However, in practice, this experimental
shape expands into an ellipse, or ovular shape. In fact, the shape of the coherence region changes
significant with forest structural parameters and the relative contribution of the scattering mechanisms
(Figure 1), and has been successfully used for land cover classification [25]. We assume that this
difference between the experimental coherence and the line segment shape predicted by the RVoG
model comes from assumptions made in the RVoG model, and in particular from the simplifications
made on the description of the forest. Thus, in Section 2.4, we propose to quantify deviation of the
coherence region from theoretical shapes to characterize the variations in canopy vertical profile.
At P-band, we have also pointed out in [26] that the coherence shape changes with the tree species,
along with other parameters such as tree height and height-of-ambiguity (Figure 3). In this figure, two
different examples of coherence shapes are given for similar geometrical acquisition parameters but
different tree species: 9-m pine trees and 12-m spruce trees.
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Figure 3. Example of coherence region associated with different vertical forest profiles: 9-m pine trees
on the Top, 12-m spruce tress on the Bottom.
Geometry of Acquisition
The imaging geometry also impacts the coherence shape. First, the presence of a local slope
changes the ratio between the path traveled by the microwave within the canopy, and the path traveled
to the ground, as illustrated in Figure 4. This reveals that the slope can induce significant changes in
the coherence shape, and thus bias the canopy height estimation, especially in a landscape with hills,
mountains and canyons.
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Figure 4. The influence of the Slope on the height inversion.
Another geometrical aspect that impacts the coherence shape is the ambiguity height ha, which
corresponds to the maximum canopy height that can be inverted. As the interferometric phase is
known 2pi, the computed height is modulo ha. Usually, the phase center is converted to an elevation
by multiplication with ha, which can be written in terms of the perpendicular baseline Bn that depends
on the distance separating the two sensors, the incidence angle θinc, the wavelength λ and the distance
to the ground R, following:
ha = λ · R · sin(θinc)2Bn (5)
However, this expression is based on the assumption that the ground is flat. Ref. [27] proposes a
more sophisticated formula for ha that takes into account Bn and the local slope:
ha = λ · R2Bn
sin(θinc − θSlope)
cos(θSlope)
(6)
Using this expression in model will be considered to compensate for the imaging geometry that varies
across the landscape.
To estimate coherence from our PolInSAR data, we use a constant window size similar to the size
of the LIDAR footprints, i.e., 21 × 21 UAVSAR pixels. While the size of the window could be increased
to further reduce the impact of noise on observed coherence, we found this size to sufficiently reduce
noise and provide a useful spatial resolution for heterogeneous landscapes.
2.4. Coherence Region Parameters
The PolInSAR features were selected to characterize the geometrical shape of the coherence
region and its location within the unit circle of the coherence plane. These parameters should be as
independent as possible from the imaging parameters. They are summarized in Table 1, depicted in
Figure 5, and explained below.
Table 1. Description of the selected geometrical parameters characterizing the PolInSAR coherence region.
Our 7 Features Set Description
ρmean Mean absolute coherence
θmeanha/2pi Mean height center height
αha/2pi Equivalent height for α
λmin Spread of the shape along the minor axis
λmax Spread of the shape along the major axis
Ra area ratio b/w the shape and the Closest Ellipse
Rp perimeter ratio b/w the shape and the CE
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Figure 5. Visualization of the main coherence shape parameters. λ1,λ2,λ3 are the eigen values of
matrix A (see Figure 2).
First of all, we estimate the center of the shape, by averaging 1000 random realizations of γ(ω)
from Equation (4). The scattering mechanism vectors are generated following the parametrization:
ω = [cos α, sin α cos βeiδ, sin α sin βeiγ]t, (7)
where δ and γ are uniformly distributed random variables in [0, 2pi], and θ, α are uniformly distributed
random variables in [0,pi/2]. The phase center of the shape is found by averaging the 1000 random
realizations of γ(ω). Its modulus gives the first parameter ρmean.
To estimate the angular position of this center, we assume the coherence shape rotates around
the center of the unitary circle with the ground interferometric phase. In order to obtain a parameter
that is independent of ground elevation, the angular position of the shape center, θmean, should be
determined relative to the ground. The ground interferometric phase θground is estimated as the
intersection of the unit circle and a theoretical line segment (straight dot red line in Figure 5) ([13]).
The orientation of the line follows the main axis of the shape, computed through the eigenvector of
the biggest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of all experimental coherence point coordinates in the
Cartesian coordinate system. Once this line has been estimated, it is possible to find its intersection
with the unit circle, ejθground . Furthermore, θmean is converted into elevation by H = θmeanha/2pi to
account for observation geometry.
The third parameter to compute is α, which is linked to the angular extension of the theoretical
line coherence shape. α is found thanks to the other intersection of the coherence shape major axis
with the unit circle. It is also converted into elevation by H = αha/2pi.
As most scattering models consider the coherence shape as an ellipse, we are then interested in
describing the ellipse that is the closest to the experimental coherence values by its two principal axes.
To achieve this, we compute the 2 × 2 covariance matrix between the x and y components of our N
point samples, as in [25]. The directions of the minor and major axes correspond to the eigenvectors
of this covariance matrix. Once these directions are found, and assuming the center of the ellipse
corresponds to the barycenter, it is possible to find the intersection of the axis with the numerical range,
and to estimate the ellipse axes lengths with the average of distance between these points and the
center. λmax and λmin correspond to the minor and major axis lengths of the closest ellipse.
Finally, we quantify the deviation of the experimental coherence shape from the closest theoretical
ellipse based on Rp and Ra, respectively, the ratio between the perimeter of the coherence shape and
the approximated ellipse perimeter, and the ratio between the area of the coherence shape and the
approximated ellipse area.
In summary,
• three parameters describing the position and orientation of the coherence shape: ρmean,
θmeanha/2pi, and αha/2pi,
• two describing the dimensions of the closest ellipse λmin and λmax
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• two parameters Rp and Ra describing the similarity of the observed coherence shape and
theoretical ellipse.
Now that we have selected parameters from the PolInSAR coherence region that are related to the
forest structure, we need to do the same for the LIDAR data in order to propose the fusion scheme.
3. LIDAR Processing
The LIDAR is an laser altimeter instrument measuring the distance from the instrument to a
target. A laser pulse is transmitted and the intensity and time of travel of the reflected light is recorded
to generated the waveform. The waveform depicts the vertical distribution of all the forest components
intercepted within the LIDAR footprint as shown in Figure 6 and thus closely related to the vertical
canopy height profile. The lowest notable peak (last reflected signal) is the ground return with a shape
similar to a Gaussian function over flat terrain and which becomes wider in the presence of terrain
topography and slopes. The upper part (earliest reflected signal) of the waveform with signal above
the system noise is the canopy contribution. Separating the ground and canopy contributions to the
recorded LIDAR waveform, we can interpret important components of the forest structure: canopy
height, canopy cover and the complexity of the vertical distribution as represented in Figure 7.
Figure 6. Observed LIDAR waveform versus forest vertical profile.
Figure 7. Scheme of the decomposition of the LIDAR waveform in 3 parameters.
3.1. Tree Height
We implemented an algorithm to detect the ground and approximate the LIDAR waveform
following the methods described in [28]. First, the ground peak is assumed to be a Gaussian function.
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Then, the remainder of the waveform is modeled as a sum of Gaussians f with profile height z.
This step is equivalent to finding the parameters Ai, mi and σi, which are respectively the amplitude,
positions and standard deviations of each peak found in the LIDAR waveform:
{Ai, mi, σi ∈ R3, || f (z)−
n
∑
i=1
Ai
∫ z
0
fmi ,σi (z
′)dz′ || < e}, (8)
with
fm,σ(z) = exp(− (z−m)
2
2σ2
) (9)
and e a threshold to reach in order to end the decomposition. To solve this equation, we used a robust
and fast method to decompose the LIDAR signal done by [29]. The method is recursive and described
in the Figure 8. The main principle is first to look for local maximum of the filtered signal then find
Gaussian functions centered on these maximum to best fit the waveform. Then the iterative part is to
look for local maximum of the difference between the actual waveform and the sum of the previously
computed Gaussian functions. If the maximum is greater than a given value, a new Gaussian function
is added.
Figure 8. Principle of the Gaussian decomposition algorithm (scheme by [29]).
This decomposition has been used for land classification in the literature ([29–31]). The distance
between the Gaussian centers is an indicator of the thickness of various vegetation layers.
The amplitudes of each Gaussian gives information about the canopy cover for each layer, and
the σ values represent how wide the layers are in the vertical axis. However, in our case, we only used
the Gaussian decomposition to separate the ground from the canopy. Canopy height is computed
by finding the height above the Gaussian-detected ground below which 99% of the total waveform
energy was detected. We found this method to be far more robust than identifying the furthest local
maximum as the ground. For instance in Figure 9), it is difficult to identify the ground and the canopy
contributions based on the waveform signal (red). On the other hand, the Gaussian decomposition of
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the waveform can distinguish the two peaks (in black). In this example, the first method results in an
estimated 9 m, 6 m below the Gaussian decomposition method.
Figure 9. Case where the Gaussian decomposition helps the height retrieval.
3.2. Canopy Cover
Canopy cover is an important characteristic of forest canopies and can be estimated as the
proportion of ground obscured by trees. However, from the LIDAR perpective, the lowest layers
of vegetation and the ground receive less photons or laser energy than as it is partially obscured by
the top layers. Given our interest in using PolInSAR, a more representative description of the true
canopy height profile is desirable as microwaves penetrate deeper into the canopy. Thus, a “Canopy
Height Profile” (CHP) is derived that takes into account occultation of light by upper layers ([32–34]).
The mathematical steps in order to get a profile independent of the canopy absorption are:
TransHP(z) = ∑
h = z0zC(h)
zmax
∑
h=z0
C(h) + 2G(z)
(10)
cCHP(z) = − ln(1− TransHP(z)) (11)
CHP(z) =
d(cCHP(z))
dz
, (12)
with C and G the canopy and ground return signals. An example is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Canopy Height profile decomposition.
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3.3. Vertical Distribution Complexity
The CHP allows characterization of the different vegetation layers which relative position
(i.e., for a given top canopy height) can be significantly different for forest stands of different ages
and species. We used a spectral clustering algorithm to define classes of vertical profile and associate
each LIDAR waveform to a class. Clustering was performed on the normalized CHP C which is
independant of height and total power. In the case of the Laurentides forest, LIDAR profiles were
found to be simple, thus we ask the algorithm to classify CHPs into three classes shown in Figure 11
which suffice to determine if the canopy is concentrated toward the top, center or bottom. The X-axis
is the normalized elevation axis where 0 and 1 correspond respectively to the bottom and the top of
the canopy layer. The Y-axis is the proportion of the transmitted photons, normalized in order that the
power of the signal is 1.
Figure 11. Three classes of vertical distributions in Laurentides Forest obtained by a spectral clustering.
4. Fusion with Machine Learning
Machine learning is a subfield of computer science that explores the study and construction of
algorithms that can tune part or totality of their parameters based on experience, i.e., on training data.
Supervised learning algorithms make predictions based on a set of examples for which the target is
provided. In other words, it infers a function from labeled training data. In the framework of our
study, a large number of PolInSAR images are available that cover contiguously region. On the other
hand, the current coverage of the full waveform LIDAR is limited. Our goal is to predict LIDAR
labels (i.e., canopy height and cover, and CHP class)from PolInSAR descriptors using supervised
machine learning. Supervised machine learning algorithms operate in two different modes: training
and prediction. Training generates a model based on discovered relationships between LIDAR-derived
labels and collocated PolInSAR input parameters. The trained model is then applied with PolInSAR
inputs to predict labels. In this study, we use a multilayer perceptron for regression of the continuous
labels (i.e., canopy height and cover) and random forests for classification of the CHP profiles.
4.1. Neural Networks
A neural network is an interconnected group of nodes and their state depends on the state of
the previous ones. The reasoning is that multiple nodes can collectively gain insight about solving a
classification problem that an individual node cannot. Neural networks consist of multiple hidden
layers of neurons as shown in Figure 12. In this figure, each circular node represents an artificial
neuron with an arrow representing a connection from the output of one neuron to the input of another.
The neurons i are the inputs and the neurons o are the outputs. There can be numerous hidden
layers (neurons h) allowing the creation of a more complex model fitted for a challenging problem.
The drawback of adding hidden layers is the increase in computational cost. Also, it could generate a
model that overfits the training set and fails to generalize the problem.
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Figure 12. Weight between nodes of a neuronal network.
The relationship between the value of one neuron H and the ones that belong to the previous
layer can be expressed as: h1 = f (i1.w1 + i2.w2 + b1) with f an activation function such as softmax,
sigmoid or Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). The goal of the training step is to find the value of the weights wi
and bias bi that make the model fit the training set. In order to approximate a solution to this complex
problem, a cost function (error function) is defined, which is minimized through a back-propagation
algorithm. When the solution for weights has converged, the values are fixed and used for testing.
Figure 13 gives a schematic representation of a Multi Layer Perceptron where the input dataset is
a 7-dimensional vector defined from the PolInSAR coherence region, and the outputs are the LIDAR
parameters (the number of outputs depends on the target dimension).
Figure 13. Principle of the fusion with a perceptron algorithm.
We chose a perceptron algorithm for regression for the following reasons:
• Perceptrons are easy to implement, run fast with only a few tuning parameters and also provide a
classification score.
• The mapping of PolInSAR parameters into LIDAR labels cannot be represented as a simple
function. Although, SVMs have been used in similar approaches with encouraging results [35],
we obtained higher accuracy with neural networks.
• A significant practical advantage of a perceptron over SVMs is that perceptrons can be trained
on-line, with their weights updated as new examples are provided. Thus, perceptrons are well
adapted in the context of constant renewal of remote sensing data.
4.2. Random Forests
A Random Forest classifier is an ensemble learning method that fits a number of decision tree
classifiers trained on various subsets of the full training set. A decision tree is a simple representation
for classifying samples that is formed of nodes, branches and leaves as shown in an example in
Figure 14. Each node tests a condition on one or several attributes. The binary decision leads to two
new branches. The successive modes (i.e., decisions) lead to leaves where class labels are assigned.
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Figure 14. Example of a decision tree in a flowchart-like structure.
The training of a decision tree is done recursively as branches are split until a accuracy of
the prediction does not increase significantly anymore. Although very simple to understand and
interpret, the decision tree is limited by its overall accuracy. When the number of nodes is not limited,
the classifier tends to overfit the training dataset. In order to overcome these disadvantages, Random
Forests average the results of numerous decision trees trained on different subsamples of the original
training set. Additionally, random subsets of features are selected for each trees in order for strong
predictors not to correlate every single trees with each others [36]. Random Forests are robust to
outliers and overfitting, and generally rely on two tuning parameters: the number of trees and the
number of parameters to be used at each nodes. Both parameters are optimized in the estimation
process to improve performance.
4.3. The Data Set
We use fully polarimetric airborne L-band radar data from the UAVSAR system. Interferometry is
acquired in repeat-pass mode. The selected test site is located around geographic coordinates 47.251◦N,
−71.354◦ E. The UAVSAR slant range images has a resolution of about 0.6 m in azimuth and 1.6 m in
range. The LIDAR waveforms were collected with about 1 point every 20 m and height estimates are
interpolated to fit the radar image as shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15. Left: overview of UAVSAR and LVIS datasets on Laurentides. Right: Study zone.
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To evaluate the performance of the method, a site with LIDAR and radar data, and field
measurements. The site exhibits homogeneously distributed heights. without lakes and clear cuts.
The selected area is highlighted in the Figure 15.
4.4. The Training Set
The training set is composed of 1000 randomly selected points within the test image of
4000 × 1400 pixels. The seven PolInSAR parameters were extracted along with the LIDAR-derived
labels (tree height, canopy cover and CHP class). To assess our selection of PolInSAR coherence
shape parameters, we compare the results using the seven parameters to those using simplified
decompositions of the PolInSAR images. To this aim, we analyze four new training sets, summarized
in the Table 2. The first two are the coherence expressed either in polar (ρ and φ) or cartesian (γx and
γy) coordinates, in the lexicographic basis (Hh, Hv, Vv). kz = A/ha parameter is added as a seventh
parameter to take into account the ambiguity height. The last two training features are the eigenvalues
of the matrix A = T− 12 T12T−
1
2 ( λ1,λ2,λ3 in polar and cartesian coordinates) still with kz added as
seventh parameter. These eigenvalues are represented above in Figure 2.
Table 2. The different training sets.
Lexico Set Lexico Set Eigen Values Set Eigen Values Set Our 7 Features
(Cartesian) (Polar) (Cartesian) (Polar) Set
γx Hh ρHh λ1X |λ1| γmean
γy Hh φHh λ1Y pha(λ1) θmean/kz
γx Hv ρHv λ2X |λ2| α/kz
γy Hv φHv λ2Y pha(|λ2|) λmax
γx Vv ρVv λ3X |λ3| λmin
γy Vv φVv λ3Y pha(|λ3|) Rp
kz kz kz kz Ra
5. Results
In this section, the results of the prediction of canopy height, cover and CHP class are presented.
5.1. Tree Height
The prediction of the canopy top height was done with the help of a neuronal network with two
hidden layers of 50 neurons each. Many alternative network structures, of different size and depth,
have been tested. Training a deeper neuronal network did not improve results while the computational
time increased significantly. Therefore, we kept these parameters as our best compromise. The resulting
canopy height map is given in Figure 16. The root mean square error (RMSE) of the predicted canopy
height is 3.2 m.
The influence of the descriptors of the learning scheme was tested. The RMSE achieved is shown
in Table 3. The other alternative descriptor sets almost always give larger RMSE. Among them, only
the set of eigenvalues of A in polar coordinates is promising, with a RMSE of 3.5 m. This can be
explained by the fact that these three eigenvalues partially describe the coherence set, and have a
physical meaning in polar coordinates: the phase can be associated with height, and the absolute value
can be interpreted as coherence. Eigenvalues are also better distributed in the coherence set than others
in the lexicographic polarization base. This result tends to prove that the network is more efficient
when it learns on parameters that are meaningful.
The different histograms of the estimated height distributions in Figure 17 support the results of
RMSE: the one calculated on our set of seven parameters is by far the closest to the reference histogram.
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Figure 16. Top: RH100 (m) from LIDAR (m), Bottom: RH100 (m) computed with perceptron
from PolinSAR.
Table 3. RMSE (m) for tree height estimation with different feature sets.
Pauli Set Pauli Set Eigen Values Set Eigen Values Set Our 7 Features
(Cartesian) (Polar) (Cartesian) (Polar) Set
4.3 4.15 5.0 3.5 3.2
The distribution of our estimates, shown in dark green, shows the range of predicted values is
smaller than the reference range. This is a known consequence of automatic regression methods, which
tend to center the predicted values toward the mean value to minimize the error score.
Figure 17. Histograms of estimated Rh100 with different datasets.
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We compare our results to those obtained with a conventional PolInSAR inversion based on the
RVoG model and taking into account temporal decorrelation [37]. In Figure 18, a scatter-plot shows
the canopy height estimated with coherence shape and the LIDAR-derived canopy height seen as the
ground truth. The plots highlight a slight underestimation for the highest values of heights.
Figure 18. Density plot of LIDAR RH100 VS RH100 estimated by neuronal network.
In the Figure 19, a similar scatter plot is shown for the PolInSAR inversion [37] and the
LIDAR-derived height. The PolInSAR RMSE over our test site lies around 4.9 m. It is higher than
that of our coherence shape method. However, the RMSE of the PolInSAR method estimated on the
entire data set lies between 2.3 and 3.4 m. Results are slightly over-estimated for small trees and
under-estimated over taller forests.
Figure 19. Density plot of LIDAR RH100 VS RH100 estimated by a RVoG based inversion method.
Finally, the Figure 20 represents the scatter plot of canopy height estimated by the PolInSAR and
coherence shape methods. It shows the results to be similar.
Figure 20. Density plot of RH100 estimated by a RVoG based inversion method VS our seven parameter
machine learning-based method.
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5.2. Canopy Cover
A perceptron with the same structure as for RH100 was used to learn the canopy cover.
The normalized RMSE between the predicted cover and the one calculated by LVIS is 13%. Note
that in this case, the main difficulty lies in the differences in resolutions between the learning set,
radar, and predicted output (LIDAR). Once again, results computed in Table 4 show that the two
sets of parameters corresponding to “eigenvalues in polar coordinates” and “optimized set of seven
geometrical parameters” lead to the best scores.
Table 4. Normalized RMSE (m) for canopy cover estimation with different feature sets.
Pauli Set Pauli Set Eigen Values Set Eigen Values Set Our 7 Features
(Cartesian) (Polar) (Cartesian) (Polar) Set
51% 42% 25% 13% 14%
To our knowledge, there is no similar work in the literature attempting to estimate canopy cover
using PolInSAR data, so it is difficult to compare to existing results. To get an idea of our performance,
we converted these regression results into a binary classification result between bare ground and ground
covered with vegetation. To do this, we perform simple thresholding of the canopy cover, retaining only
values greater than 10%, to detect the presence or absence of forest. Our prediction score between
LIDAR and POLINSAR is shown in Figure 21. It is 83% while it can reach 90% in the literature [38].
Figure 21. In green/brown: forest/non-forest zone. Top: reference. bottom: Classification done from
the first computed Legendre coefficient with a perceptron.
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The result of the predicted canopy cover and its confrontation with the learned data is represented
on the Figure 22.
Figure 22. Estimation of canopy cover. Top: classification by LIDAR; Bottom: classification achieved
from SAR after learning.
5.3. CHP Class
The Random Forest classifier was used to classify the image pixels into the three different vertical
profiles represented in Figure 11. Results of classification are illustrated in Figure 23. The classification
scores are shown in Table 5 and should be read as follow: for instance, the value 0.085 in the coordinate
(1,2) means that eight times out of 100, the neuronal network guessed the pixel should belong to the
class 2 while it truly belongs to class 1. Likewise, 19 times out of 100, our algorithm tells the class 3
while it really is class 2.
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Figure 23. Classification map of vertical profile classes. Top left: ground truth; Top right: Prediction;
Bottom: legend with examples of profiles corresponding to each class.
Table 5. Confusion matrix of vertical profiles classes.
Actual/Predicted Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
Class 1 300.725 50.085 100.190
Class 2 150.269 200.545 100.185
Class 3 150.281 50.082 250.637
The global score F1 of our classification is 0.66. It is a score used to measure the accuracy of a test,
taking into account the precision, i.e., the fraction of retrieved instances that are relevant or positive
predictive value) and the recall, i.e., the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved. The results
of the classification based on different training sets is shown in Table 6, with the best score achieved
using the set of seven parameters.
Table 6. F1 score for vertical distribution for different feature sets.
Pauli Set Pauli Set Eigen Values Set Eigen Values Set Our 7 Features
(Cartesian) (Polar) (Cartesian) (Polar) Set
0.35 0.35 0.49 0.55 0.66
5.4. Difficulties and Limits
5.4.1. Concerning RH100
The analysis of the results obtained on the Laurentides shows that the main sources of failure are
related to the presence of a strong relief under the canopy, that has significant consequences on both the
LIDAR signal and the SAR signal. On the SAR signal, it strongly modifies the polarimetric responses,
which are very sensitive to orientation phenomena and in particular to slopes. The double-bounce
mechanism, in particular, may be considerably lower in the presence of relief. On the LIDAR signal,
the slope has the effect of mixing together the response of the ground and the vegetation, and also to
widen the profile in height, as depicted in Figure 24. As a result, the extraction of the canopy height is
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often wrong. Also, if learning is achieved on erroneous labels, the performance of the algorithm will
be reduced. So far, we have not found methods to overcome this effect, which we believe is the most
important limitation of our learning method.
Figure 24. Effect of strong slope on LIDAR profiles.
Finally, there is a lack of diversity in some area and the training is therefore biased. For instance,
if we select an image where most trees are 20-m-high pines, the algorithm, in its search to minimize its
error rate will tend to predict a 20-m-high tree for whatever input it receives.
5.4.2. Concerning Canopy Cover
The canopy cover is one of the parameters whose correspondence within LIDAR and radar data
is the least obvious. As mentioned above, it is above all the difference in illumination geometry that is
in question, as well as the differences in spatial resolutions. However, there is a significant correlation
between the two datasets.
5.4.3. Concerning Vegetation Class
The difficulty here in the classification of the profiles comes mainly from the fact that the diversity
of profiles present in this forest are limited. The method should be strengthened in the future for
forests with more complex structures such as tropical forests.
5.5. Upscaling
The ultimate goal of the upscaling method is to extend the LIDAR signal on radar coverage. In our
test cases, the learning data points were selected across the entire test area. In this section, we will
restrict the area of learning samples to smaller portions of the image, and export the result of RH100
to larger and larger areas. The training is always done with 1000 points, selected randomly on the
portion of the training image. For our test, we evaluate the predicted RH100 when learning is done on
100%, 50%, 25% and 10% of the area. These subfields are represented in Figure 25.
Figure 25. Areas Extent to select Learning Sets.
The different RMSE are grouped into the Table 7. Even by restricting the areas that can be used
for learning samples, the scores remain stable, provided the area contains sufficiently varied samples.
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Table 7. RMSE (m) for predicted RH100 in terms of Area extent of learning data set selection.
Training Extent 100% 50% 25% 10%
RMSE RH100 (m) 3.2 3.2 3.5 3.7
6. Summary and Conclusions
This paper was intended to predict vegetation parameters from PolInSAR, by learning the
inference relation between L-band POLINSAR data and LIDAR-derived labels describing these
parameters. As such, this method could be used to map forest at large scale once PolInSAR data
becomes available. Seven parameters describing the observed coherence region were proposed to
characterize the PolInSAR information. We have been focusing on three canopy descriptors: canopy
height and cover, and CHP class. We used perceptrons to associate the seven PolInSAR features
to canopy height and cover; then we used random forests to associate our PolInSAR features to a
vertical distribution class. Our choice of parameters was further supported by the comparison with
models trained with more classical parameters, that led to less effective results. The coherence shape
inversion produced uncertainty similar to that found with PolInSAR RVoG inversion. We believe the
main sources of error were related to the presence of a high relief under the vegetation. The height
estimation error was found to be 3.2 m RMSE for forest stands as tall as 35 m. With a normalized
RMSE of 14% and the classification score between the three CHP classes is 66%.
We believe the additional parameters describing the forest structure that were predicted in
this paper, may improve estimates of AGB stock. However, it would be useful to investigate the
performance of the coherence shape method in different forest types.
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